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PKR – Protein Kinase RNA-activated

tandem copies of dsRBD (double-stranded RNA binding
domain) and kinase domain (which catalyzes
phosphorylation)

in general, the dsRBDs bind into the wide, minor groove of
A-form RNA-helix and multiple dsRBDs can pack along the
length of a helix

min. 33bp RNA helices are needed for activation of PKR

shorter dsRNAs inhibit PKR through competitive binding
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Function of PKR

PKR is involved in innate immune response and protects
against viral infection

dsRNA is produced during viral infection and is used to
destinguish self from non-self

binding to dsRNA activates PKR by inducing dimerization
and a subsequent auto-phosphorylation reactions

once activated PKR phosphorylates the translation
initiation factor eIF2α causing inhibition of translation

positive feedback loop: PKR activates NFκB, NFκB
upregulates expression of interferon, interferon activates
PKR
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TNFα – tumor necrosis factor α
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a cytokine involved in systemic inflammation

able to induce fever and apoptosis but inhibit viral
replication

has a RNA motif in its 3’-UTR that binds PKR
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Splicing of TNFα is dependent on PKR binding

cis-acting elemtent in the 3’-UTR is designated 2-APRE
evidence

when 2-APRE is present, splicing is sensitive to inhibition
by PKR inhibitors or transdominant-negative mutant PKR
increase expression of wtPKR enhances splicing efficiency
of 2-APRE containing transcripts
in vitro 2-APRE forms a stable, 17bp stem-loop structure
that strongly activates PKR

physiological signals that cause activation of PKR should
promote splicing of TNF-alpha precursor transcripts

PKR regulates splicing of TNFalpha
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2-APRE
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IFN-γ – interferon γ

PKR and the ribosome compete for binding to the IFN-γ
5’-UTR
the 5’-UTR forms a pseudoknot and coaxial stacking
generates the binding interface for PKR
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